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Abstract 

While playing classical piano music written by European composers in arid 

Winton, QLD, my mother grew up wishing she was elsewhere. In 1929, aged 

thirteen years, her dedication to the European canon was rewarded with a music 

Diploma and the right to append the letters A.L.C.M. by the London College of 

Music (see fig. 44). 
 

My mother was not alone in her desire for recognition and acclaim by European culture. 

White Australians obsession with British and European culture, landscape and history 

throughout the nineteenth and much of the twentieth centuries, is well documented. In fact, 

the tendency to deny those aspects of Australian reality that are perceived to be strange, 

unpalatable or inconvenient continues in Australia today.  

 

My research Beneath Horizons: Australian Desert Landscapes, analyses certain 

preconceptions, such as fear of a vast and dangerous void, that are held by many urban-

dwelling Australians who cling to the metaphorical rim of the continent, rarely venturing 

inside to experience the desert for themselves. Consequently, our concept of the desert is 

configured from cultural histories, mythologies, maps, televisual and cinematic constructs. 

We imagine the desert, but without going there. We don’t immerse ourselves in the desert 

space, experience the freedom of endless space, or see expansive horizons that activate our 

senses and transform the desert into a spiritual place. The installation Red Desert Project 

for example, offers urban-dwellers a micro-experience of being out there in the red sand 

desert.  

 

My research focused on the ground beneath me to locate my presence as an observer at a 

particular time and place in the desert landscape. I engaged daily with the forces of nature 

that continually transformed the desert floor of that place. I made three journeys to the 

desert, camping in remote sites significant to colonial explorers to experiment and record 

my experiences with the forces of nature and to map ever-changing details of the living 

desert. I wanted to gain insights into why my mother avoided the arid landscape of her 

childhood and why most Australians avoid the central deserts of Australia. 
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This research aimed to map the perceived emptiness of the desert landscape and contribute 

to an increased perception and awareness of the movement of time and space in the 

imagined desert landscape of Australia, so that people may be encouraged to treat the land, 

along with its Indigenous custodians, with more insight, empathy and respect. 
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Introduction 

 

Maps are powerful representations of ownership and control, portraying specific, 

subjective perspectives of the world. But maps always omit ‘irrelevant’ details and 

chart topographical, historical, cultural and personal perspectives through systems of 

codes,  symbols and metaphors. Maps not only depict a particular aspect of the world, 

but exert power and authority over it (Brotton, 2012). In most cases, this takes place 

without the permission of those already inhabiting the mapped terrain. For Indigenous 

Australians, ‘the land is a map’ that portrays their spiritual histories and mythologies 

(Haynes, 1998, p. 11). 

 

Naming and mapping of places enabled the British Empire to claim ownership and 

control of desert lands, restrict access to certain areas, dividing local people from their 

relatives, hunting grounds and sacred sites and ignoring Indigenous peoples’ long 

history of occupation and ownership of the desert. Colonial mapping and naming 

intersected with my desire to gain insight into my mother’s rejection of the arid 

landscape and her desire to seek recognition from the colonising nation. 

 

My research mapped the ground because this is where maps were charted and where 

early explorers walked, surveyed and gave English names to desert landmarks, such as 

Lake Eyre, Ayers Rock, Mount Olga, Lake Amadeus, Lake Disappointment. I visited 

these places by road, helicopter and plane during three trips  to remote sites.  I wanted 

to experience the poetics and emptiness of the desert and to provide insights into 

selected historical explorers affected by the desert. For me, the poetics of the desert 

were the continual changes in light and space through time. Time lapse and stop-frame 

video allowed me to weave time into patterns and respond to different time scales and 

therefore different light patterns. It became a mapping of the light and colour through 

time. 

 

Materiality and vibrant red colour were significant to enhancing the feeling and 

essence of the Australian desert landscape. To create a micro-desert in an urban space 

for my studio research, I covered the floor with seven tonnes (approximately 2.5 
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billion grains) of red desert sand; installed seven video works using a variety of media 

techniques to capture continual changes in light and space through time; and created a 

soundscape that unified the desert experience. (Discussed in Chapter 3 ‘Mapping the 

Emptiness’).  

 

This thesis is divided into four Chapters: 

 

Chapter 1 ‘Poetics of the Australian Desert’ analyses the background to the cultural 

histories, mythologies, maps, televisual and cinematic constructs that have built the 

Australian desert as a fearful place where explorers disappear and die, fictional 

antagonists kill and create mayhem, a young woman tries to escape her desert 

circumstances and words describe nothingness (terra nullius). These cultural histories 

and mythologies helped contribute to why Australians avoid the desert.  

 

This chapter concludes with a discussion of more affirmative, inviting and spiritual 

imaginings of the desert, including: mapping and painting by Indigenous and non 

Indigenous painters, video performance and photography. My research followed their 

artistic footprints, but was different, because I aimed to map time sensations and to 

record a post colonial sensory response to the mapping of human awareness in the 

desert, usually in places named by colonial explorers.  

 

Chapter 2 ‘Experimental Fields’ examines my approach to working in the desert 

‘field’ and placed my process within the philosophical, artistic and political 

frameworks that informed my research. Conceptual frameworks included: analysis of 

the wind and its effects on atmosphere; the philosophy of phenomenology and 

emphasis on daily observation; the art of Impressionism and painting outdoors; and the 

ecological analysis of matter that never stops moving. My daily observational process 

was examined using a page from one of my art journals where I observed changes in 

wind direction and a subsequent change in the weather that stopped my work.  

 

Chapter 3 ‘Mapping the Emptiness’ examines four concepts that relate specifically to 

my research: horizon, shadow, alien objects and immersion. For each concept, I briefly 

discuss its historical, mythological and artistic background and relevant artists that 

have informed my research. My work is critiqued from the perspective of locating my 
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presence in the desert as an observer, at a particular time and place, focussing on the 

ground beneath me, memory and the forces of nature. A sense of space and light 

through time were significant and I employed a range of media techniques to alter time 

and capture changes in light, shadows and alien objects in the desert landscape.  

 

Four videos use alien objects and atmospheres: Gibson’s Compass performance video; 

Moonlight Sonata long-exposure night photographs; Shadow on the Cross re-projects 

animated videos onto a T-cross; and Shelter umbrella is covered with six Renaissance 

buildings found in Florence, Italy. Time is compressed in three stop- frame 

animations: Alchemy of the Sun, Shadow of the Flesh and Leaves of Time.  Two videos 

subvert traditional linear perspective by looking at the ground: Beneath my Boots 

photo-grid video and Bird’s Eye of Lake Disappointment aerial perspectives from 50 

metres to 1,000 kilometres. Where the Crows video installation immersed the viewers 

in a triptych of videos projected onto nine hollow-core doors painted a toxic yellow. 

 

Immersion was significant for Red Desert Project that covered the floor was covered 

with 2.5 billion grains of red desert sand to immerse urban-viewers in a micro-desert 

experience. This mass of small particles reflected on the perpetual motion in the desert 

and on recent experiments in nano science that explores continual motion of particles 

(See Chapter 2 ‘Experimental Fields’). Song of Sand soundscape immersed the 

installation and videos with one unifying soundtrack. 

 

Chapter 4 ‘Conclusion’ synthesises my research and recommends increased artistic 

and scientific research to help reduce Australian denial of the desert place and our 

fears of the desert as a dead heart and emptiness. Research helps to produce a greater 

understanding of our central desert spaces which may in turn result in greater respect 

and appreciation for the land and its traditional owners. 
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Chapter 1  Poetics of the Australian Desert 

1.1 Outside | Inside 

Australia is still for us not a country but a state of mind. 

We do not speak from within but from outside. From a state of mind that 

describes rather than expresses its surroundings or from a state of mind that 

imposes itself upon rather than lives through landscape and event.  

Judith Wright ‘The Upside Down Hut’ quoted in  (Barnes, 1969, p. 331).  

 

I believe that for most urban-dwelling Australians, the desert landscape is a state of 

mind. We cling to the rim of the metaphorical saucer, rarely venturing inside to 

experience the desert landscape for ourselves. Consequently, the desert space is 

conjured out of cultural histories, mythologies and geographical maps, as well as 

through the images and words of others. We imagine the desert space, but without 

going there. We don’t feel the red sand in our toes, the freedom of endless space, or 

see the horizon of an expansive flat landscape where you can see the colours of the 

land change from sunrise to sunset. For me, the materiality of the ground and being 

physically in the desert is what brings my senses alive and transforms the desert into 

an experienced and spiritual reality.  

 

Most geographical maps and much of our Eurocentric desert histories were written by 

early explorers who found the desert a dangerous or disappointing place. After Robert 

O’Hara Burke fired a rifle shot at local Indigenous people near Cooper Creek, South 

Australia, he was left with J.W. Wills to find their own food. Despite Cooper Creek 

being a permanent fresh waterhole, surrounded by wildlife and local bush food, Burke 

and Wills died of starvation (perhaps poisoning by eating uncooked nardoo seeds) in 

June, 1861. Burke became an iconic Australian figure.  

 

Burke’s unexplained death beside a permanent source of water intrigued me and  when 

I camped there in July 2009,  I made a series of night photographs Cooper Creek 

Requiem (see fig. 48), using torches and a wide–angle lens. I was surprised that the 

waterhole teemed with wildlife: corellas swooped, pelicans glided and fish jumped. 
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For me, this abundance of food by the fresh waterhole added support to  the theory 

that Burke poisoned himself by eating raw nardoo seeds. 

 

Another desert explorer, Alfred Gibson, disappeared on Ernest Giles’ expedition to 

explore east–west across central Australia in 1872-73. The expedition ran out of water 

and Giles wrote how their thirst was worse than fire: ‘We passed through a baptism 

worse indeed than that of fire – the baptism of no water’ (Dutton, 1970, p. 92) 

 

Giles and Gibson left their main camp to search for water, but were unsuccessful. 

Gibson offered to return to camp to get help. Giles gave him the remaining horse 

(Gibson’s had died) and his compass. But Gibson did not know how to use the 

compass and disappeared. When the expedition could not find Gibson, Giles named 

the area, the Gibson Desert, in his memory. In his journal, Giles wrote about Gibson’s 

fascination with his compass instrument. Giles described Gibson as ‘spellbound’ and 

that the compass in his hands became ‘a meaningless trinket’, quoted by Michael 

Driscoll in his poem, ‘Fellow Countryman’, 1986:  

 

Spellbound by its brass mountings and numbered face... 

Gibson has ridden off into the dunes, clutching to his chest  

a shiny, meaningless trinket  

Ernest Giles quoted in (Driscoll, 1986, p. 41). 

 

I was deeply affected by this story and created Gibson’s Compass when I was bogged 

and trapped in the wet claypans of the Simpson Desert for thirteen days in 2010. 

Discussed in detail in Chapter 3.3 ‘Alien Objects’. 

 

Australian painter Brett Whiteley responded to Gibson’s story with an artwork called 

Fellow Countryman: Gibson and Compass, 1986. Whiteley painted Gibson sitting 

on a brown horse standing on its own shadow. Gibson’s head is replaced with a photo 

of a shiny compass. A number of curving, black arrows on the ground show a 

bewildering range of directions for Gibson to follow.  

 

Naming of place is like a branding, embedded with the self interests and culture of the 

mapmaker. Giles was the first European explorer to travel east to west across the 
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central deserts and the first white man to survey and name: Lake Amadeus and Mount 

Olga in 1872. Giles wanted to name the two landmarks Lake Ferdinand and Mt 

Mueller, to honour his benefactor, Baron Ferdinand von Mueller. However, von 

Mueller wanted Giles to honour two European royals! (King Amadeus of Spain and 

Queen Olga of Wurttemberg). The thirty-six large conglomerate domes were named 

Mount Olga as a ‘thank you’ to the Queen for endowing Mueller with the title of 

Freiherr (Baron) on her 25th wedding anniversary.  

 

Such place names remain on maps for generations and are difficult to change. In 1983, 

the Hawke Government gave ownership of Mount Olga back to the traditional owners, 

with the provision that they lease the park back to National Parks for a period of 99 

years. In 1993, after ten years of traditional ownership, the official name became a 

dual name, Mount Olga / Kata Tjuta  (meaning ‘many heads’). Nine years later, the 

names were reversed to  Kata Tjuta / Mount Olga, which better reflected the 

importance, caring and understanding of Indigenous ownership of the land and their 

sacred dreamtime stories. But the Queen’s name remains one half of the legal name for 

the megaliths.  

 

The Finke River is another landmark named as a 'thank you'. John McDouall Stuart 

named the river after one of his financiers, William Finke, in 1860. In the NT, the 

local Western Arrente name for the river is Larapinta, or salty river. Reputedly one of 

the oldest watercourses in the world, the Finke River drains into the South Simpson 

Desert and, in extreme conditions, can drain into Lake Eyre. 

 

In 2010, I camped by the Finke River to investigate the naming and to explore one of 

the oldest river beds on the planet. I was intrigued and wanted to make a work that 

encapsulated ephemeral memories and perpetual patterns of nature on the ancient 

river. I decided to concentrate on the shadows of an giant old red river gum tree that 

stood in the centre of the dry watercourse. To reflect the daily forces that have passed 

(and will continue to pass) over the creek bed, I created a stop-frame animation in 

pencil and acrylic paint, Leaves of Time (Figs 1, 26-7 ). This work is discussed further 

in Chapter 3.2 ‘Shadow’. 
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Narcissism in the branding of place continued with Edward John Eyre and Frank Hahn 

who both shared feelings of disappointment when their inland searches for fresh water 

turned either muddy, or salty. If your eyes look for beauty in what is immediately 

visible, you will be disappointed in a desert space that requires a slower, more detailed 

perception of the flat land and the nuances of light and weather. In 1840, Eyre was 

forced to abandon his expedition at Halligan Bay, SA to reach the centre of Australia 

when his camels became bogged in this wet claypan. He named the area ‘Lake Eyre’ 

(after himself) and wrote, ‘with feelings of disappointment I turn from the dreary and 

cheerless scene before me.’ I found Eyre’s words embedded in a National Park sign at 

Halligan Bay (63 km from William Creek, SA) when I camped there in 2010. I had 

flown over Lake Eyre two days earlier and wanted to experience the lake at ground 

level. 

 

The photographic series Above and Below Lake Eyre, 2014, (see figs 2, 3) compares 

these two perspectives of the lake – looking down at the ground from a helicopter and 

across the ground from eye level. Lake Eyre is in a state of continual transformation 

and its catchment area, the Lake Eyre Basin, drains water from 1.2 million square km 

of rivers and creeks, covering one sixth of Australia – a large naming legacy for one 

man (although he most likely was not aware of its vast scale). Winton (Queensland), 

where my mother played classical piano, is on the northern edge of the Lake Eyre 

Basin. 
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Figure 1   Julia Featherstone, Leaves of Time, (Video still) 2010-14   © Julia Featherstone 
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Figure 2 Julia Featherstone, Above Lake Eyre 3 – Lake Eyre series (Photo) 2014  © Julia Featherstone 
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Figure 3   Julia Featherstone, Below Lake Eyre 3 – Lake Eyre series (Photo) 2014  © Julia Featherstone 
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In 1897, explorer Frank Hahn named a large flat claypan (330 square km), west of the 

Pilbara, WA, Lake Disappointment, after his displeasure at finding salty water, not the 

fresh water he had anticipated,. His disappointment has remained reflected in the name 

to this day. The soundtrack narration for my video, Shadow on the Cross, explores 

colonial disappointment and is analysed in Chapter 3.3 ‘Alien Objects’. The 

photographic series, Bird’s Eye of Disappointment, critiques traditional linear 

perspective, focusing on Lake Disappointment, and is discussed in Chapter 3.1 

‘Horizon’. 

 

Explorer’s maps not only named places but in so doing, claimed land for the British 

Empire. The maps were powerful representations of ownership and colonial 

territorialisation. These maps were/are unreadable to traditional Indigenous owners 

who unknowingly trespassed over invisible borders. Indigenous owners were often 

killed for unknowingly ‘trespassing’ on their own land! Eurocentric maps, based on 

Cartesian gridlines, enabled colonising Britain to claim legal ownership of the land 

and sometimes, in doing so, damage the land and its inhabitants.  

 

When the British Government exploded seven atomic bombs at Maralinga in the 

desert of South Australia, between 1956 and 1963, the local indigenous people were 

forcibly removed from their tribal lands. This land remains contaminated with the 

residual radio-active waste, despite extensive and expensive clean-ups in 1967 and 

2000. Maralinga is a chilling reminder of the ownership and power that mapping and 

naming of land gave to the ‘new’ colonial owners. My map, Terror Australis, 

challenges the colonial power of mapping. This work is discussed in Chapter 3.4 

‘Immersion’.  

 

The Australian deserts still reflect poet Judith Wright's observations that ‘Australia is 

still for us not a country but a state of mind’ (Barnes, 1969, p. 331). The majority of 

Australians never visit the desert and so they speak from outside and not from 

knowledge of the inside. The deserts remain an imagined space in their minds, built up 

from fragments of  historical, mythological and televisual constructs into a place of 

danger, death and disappearance. 
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1.2  Kangaroo, Mad Max and Something More 

 

Fictional constructs further amplified the desert into a bleak, fearful and uncontrollable 

place whereby in the vast ‘nothingness’ and ‘void’, untamed and evil behaviour was 

possible. While living on the New South Wales coast, English author D. H. Lawrence, 

described the wind blowing out from the interior to the coastal fringe, as untamed, evil 

and cold, ‘like a stone hatchet murdering you’: 

 

Sometimes from the interior came a wind that seemed to her evil. 

Out of the silver paradisical freedom untamed, 

evil winds could come, cold, like a stone hatchet murdering you. 

D. H Lawrence, Kangaroo, 1923, cited in (Lawrence, 1994) 

 

Like these winds, the male protagonists in the Mad Max and Wolf Creek movies are 

uncontrollable, cold, evil and murderous. While the female protagonist in Tracy 

Moffat’s tableaux tries to escape this life in the desert, violence still remains her fate.  

 

Filmmaker George Miller’s first three Mad Max movies (1979, 1981, 1983) were 

filmed on the arid lands near Silverton, NSW, and reinforced imagined fears of the 

desert as an evil place. The lead character, Max, is a Lone Hero who fights marauding 

tribes for scarce resources across the flat, dry land near Silverton, NSW. After Max’s 

wife and family are killed, he seeks revenge, at any cost. His vicious encounters with 

scavenging tribes leave trails of debris and dead bodies across the Australian desert. 

The importance of using and amplifying existing cultural fears and terrors of the desert 

landscape as an uncontrollable barren ‘nothingness’ and ‘void’ were exposed when the 

4th movie Mad Max: Road Fury, had to be filmed in the Namibian Desert in Africa 

because after the 2009–2010 rain, the Australian desert was transformed into a lush 

landscape with wildflowers. This green landscape was no longer suitable for 

configuring apocalyptic desert terror in the imagination of viewers. 

 

Writer/director Greg McLean continued in the footsteps of Mad Max with his horror 

movies Wolf Creek and Wolf Creek 2, (2005, 2013). In these movies, however, the 

protagonist, Mick Taylor, is portrayed as an evil lone anti-hero. At the start, Taylor 
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appears to be a friendly bushman who assists stranded tourists on an isolated road by 

towing their broken-down car back to his camp at a disused mine shaft. Here, his 

sadistic nature is unleashed on the unsuspecting tourists. The movie tag line ‘based on 

a true story’ referenced the disappearance of backpacker Peter Falconio in 2001, 

adding to the cultural fear of travelling in the desert. In both the Mad Max and Wolf 

Creek movies, the protagonists resort to violence to live and survive in the desert. 

 

Tracy Moffatt’s photographic tableau Something More 1989, portrayed a young 

Indigenous woman who wants to escape her roots in the outback. By wearing an Asian 

cultural kimono in the opening scene, the woman denies her Indigenous background. 

Like in the movies Mad Max and Wolf Creek, violence resolves the drama played out 

on screen, first with a knife and then with the woman’s death on the highway echoing 

the fate of the kangaroo in Shaun Gladwell’s video Apology to Roadkill. 

 

All these cultural constructs reinforce existing fears of disappearance and death 

experienced by some early desert explorers ‘out there’ in the nothingness and the void. 

In addition, these fictional constructs amplify perceptions of the desert as a place 

where fear, danger, mayhem and uncontrollable forces rule. 
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1.3  Changing Perceptions of the Void 

The Void 

In the emptiness lies 

Creative possibility. 

A place for the imagination 

To ponder and wonder 

A place of finality. 

John Olsen, (McGrath, 1976, p. 151) 

 

Since the 1960’s, painters such as John Olsen, Fred Williams, Clifton Pugh, Sidney 

Nolan, Tim Storrier and John Wolseley have travelled into or flown over the desert 

landscape. Each artist has interpreted the landscape, its natural features and forms, 

histories and mythologies and has responded to the ‘void’ and ‘emptiness’ with their 

own unique visions.  

 

Olsen saw the void not as a blank or empty place, but as a place of creative 

possibilities for the imagination.  He recognised the desert as a unique place of which 

Indigenous people had a deep knowledge, ‘the landscape has its own writing. My 

quest is to decipher this. Aborigines understood the language of landscape’ (McGrath, 

1976, p. 151). 

 

Australian artist Fred Williams first visited the arid landscape at Tibooburra, NSW, on 

a painting trip with fellow artist Clifton Pugh, in 1967. Williams was ‘immediately 

impressed, as Drysdale had been, with the sense of seeing through to the underlying 

structure, the bare bones, of the land’ (Haynes, 1998, p. 174). Williams interpreted the 

landscape as if he were a skeleton, ‘To see the desert is like peeling the skin off a 

landscape’ (McGrath, 1981, p. 110). He revealed his original perception of the desert 

colours when he related them, not to the history of Australian or European art, but to 

Persian painting: ‘the pure sulphur & lilac colour of it – reminded me of Persian 

paintings’ (Mollison, 1989, p.123). 

 

For these artists, their art journals provided significant references for the creation of 

future work. But for artist John Wolseley (originally from England) his desert 
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fieldwork drawings were reassembled to become his final artwork. Haynes describes 

Wolseley’s desert maps as ‘a mosaic assemblage of small sheets of paper, each 

representing a topographical sketch of the view in one direction from a particular point 

in the terrain’ (Haynes, 1998, p. 257) 

 

Haynes also contends that Wolseley was wary of the Western emphasis on perspective 

that orders and ranks landscape with a pre-determined importance relative to the 

viewer (Haynes, 1998). In an interview, Wolseley explained how his collage paintings 

do not have a pre-determined perspective and can be entered from any area, 

(Wolseley, 1996). Wolseley’s wariness of linear perspective resonated with two of my 

works that critiqued the horizon and traditional perspective, Beneath my Boots and A 

Birds’ Eye of Disappointment, both discussed in Chapter 3 ‘Mapping the Emptiness’.  

  

 All these artists seek inspiration from natural history, compiling detailed notes and 

sketches of their observations and taking the opportunity to see unique qualities of the 

skeletal desert landscape. These attributes resonate with my research practices in the 

desert.  

 

 Since the start of the 21st century, Australian attitudes have further evolved, as 

Australians and tourists travel inside the continent to experience and contemplate the 

desert’s ever-changing landscape. During the 2009-10 rains, visitors took scenic 

flights from Broken Hill, NSW, and the towns of Maree and William Creek, SA, to fly 

over the lake because the roads are impassible in the wet. People wanted to view the 

immense lake and its environs for themselves – the miracle of water in the desert 

where thousands of  pelicans come to breed, where fish spawn and the expansive salt 

lake reflects the colours of the sky. Uluru and the ‘red centre’ became significant 

tourist destinations for many Australians and international visitors. Indigenous 

paintings are recognised world-wide and several non-Indigenous artists have created 

contemporary interpretations of the desert landscape.  

 

Indigenous mapping of land was recognised  in the recent National Library of 

Australia’s map exhibition Mapping Our World: Terra Incognita to Australia, 2013-

14. The opening section ‘Ancient Conceptions of the World’ included the painting 

Five Dreamings, 1984 (see fig. 5) by Indigenous artist Michael Nelson Tjakamarra, 
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assisted by Marjorie Napaltparri. This painting includes five dotted circles placed 

across a central horizontal line with smaller circles outside, aerial images of snakes, 

arrows and coloured textures of the land. In the same section was Ancient Greek 

geographer Claudius Ptolemy’s created a fan-shaped map of the world World map 

which has a decorated gold leaf border. 

 

Ptolemy’s vision of the world included Greece, Egypt and neighbouring countries, 

latitude and longitude lines and a sharp edge to the world, presumably where the world 

ended and an unwary traveller could fall off. The seas and rivers were painted a deep 

blue, the land left white and the text was written in gold letters. According to the 

exhibition catalogue, this juxtaposition aimed ‘to create a dialogue between these 

parallel traditions’, (Library, 2013, p. xx). Both mapping traditions portrayed their 

particular histories, mythologies, politics and belief systems and resonated with my 

pigment and ink map, Terror Australis discussed in Chapter 3.4 ‘Immersion’. 

 

Indigenous artist, Gloria Tamere Petyarre maps sacred stories and the movements of 

bush medicine leaves in unpredictable winds. The artist achieved significant 

recognition when she became the first Indigenous artist to win the Wynne Prize for 

landscape art at the Art Gallery of NSW in 1999. Like the majority of Indigenous 

artists, Petyarre’s painting is embedded in her own particular place, Utopia, 250km 

north of Alice Springs, NT. Of great interest to me is the way Petyarre portrays 

dynamic leaves in her paintings, such as Bush Medicine (GPEG0323) (see fig. 4).  Her 

palette is colourful and includes golden yellow, red-orange and purple. Her work 

imparts energy and the flow of leaves scattering in invisible winds that resonated with 

my pencil and acrylic drawing animation, Leaves of Time discussed in Chapter 3.2 

‘Shadow’. However, my work is shows the movement of the shadows of leaves over 

time and from one position. 
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Figure 4 Gloria Petyarre, Bush Medicine (GPEG0323) (acrylic on linen, 76x107cm) 2012 (Petryarre, 2012) 
 

 
Figure 5 Michael Nelson Tjakamarra, assisted by Marjorie Napaltparri, Five Dreamings, 1984, Acrylic on canvas 

(Library, 2013, p. xx)   
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Video and installation artist Shaun Gladwell, based in Sydney, created a powerful 

series of desert videos under the umbrella title ‘Maddest Maximus’. This a flexible and 

ongoing body of work that can be arranged in different configurations. The title and 

choice of film location near Silverton, NSW were inspired by the George Miller's Mad 

Max movies. Gladwells’ original exhibition at Sherman Galleries, Paddington, in 2007 

included two large motorcycles, drawings and a single-channel video, including 

Apology To Roadkill. This is a melancholy political work where the lone hero, clad in 

black leather and black helmet, rides his motorbike across the desert, then stops to 

pick-up a dead kangaroo found on the side of  the road. He walks away with the 

animal cradled gently in his arms which brought tears to the eyes of some viewers.  

 

The kangaroo, a symbol of Australia and on our coat of arms, seems to represent a 

physical front line in the collision between humankind and the natural world. Gladwell 

also explores some aspects of Australian identity, including the emptiness of the desert 

and the lone traveller represented as an outsider, hidden under black leather and a 

black helmet who could be a threat (Barkley, 2011). But, as seen in the movie Wolf 

Creek, the initial friendly appearance of the bushman stereotype, can prove to be a 

deadly deception.  

 

In Gladwells’ video Approach to Mundi Mundi 2007, the camera tracks behind him as 

he rides his motorbike down the hill towards the expansive Mundi Mundi Plains. His 

arms are out-stretched in a T-shape, like a man on a cross, as he rides down the double 

white lines in the middle of the dark grey bitumen road. As the camera tracks behind 

him, the viewer sees what Gladwell sees and can share his wide view of the expansive 

flat plain below.  

 

Gladwell represented Australia at the 2009 Venice Biennale with a ‘Maddest 

Maximus’ installation. The video, Approach to Mundi Mundi was also included in 

‘Australia’ – a major exhibition in London hosted by the Royal Academy of Arts, in 

association with the National Gallery of Australia. Gladwell placed the horizon line in 

the centre of frame, so the viewer sees land and sky in equal proportions. His personal 

and positive approach to a lone figure in the desert invites urban-dwellers to share his 

desert experience of being in the landscape. 
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Murray Fredericks is another artist who has worked in the Australian desert. 

Fredericks camped on Lake Eyre’s dry, salty crust to create his photographic series, 

Salt (definitely not created when the lake flooded in 2009–10). Fredericks used a large 

format camera to produce photos showing fine details of the ground and sky. His 

placement of the horizon line is significant, especially in the photograph Salt 8, 2007, 

where the salt lake acts like a mirror reflecting an orange and blue sky. The horizon 

was a thin blurry line making it difficult to distinguish land and sky.  

 

For Fredericks, culture is something that cannot be wholly accounted for through 

social construct and some values are derived from a time-less essence. Fredericks said 

that he aimed to represent the experience 'when thought is temporarily suspended and 

the mind encounters other' (Fredericks, website). My camping in remote sites and 

immersion in the landscape resonates with Fredericks’ remote Lake Eyre campsite and 

his aim to achieve a time-less essence. My work, however, concentrates on the ground 

while in Frederick’s Lake Eyre series, the sky and clouds dominate the photograph.  

 

My research challenges the idea of nothingness by revealing the minutiae of a yin 

yang desert: light–dark, calm–wild and trapped–free. To provide a human-scale to 

expansive desert landscape, Gladwell rode a motorbike down a black bitumen road, 

while I strode across yellow-brown claypans and red sand dunes.  
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Chapter 2  Experimental Fields  

 

This chapter explores my research practice of observation, keeping journals and 

working in the desert, and places them in their art, historical and mythological 

contexts. The physicality of my presence in the desert, at a particular time and place, 

steered my research towards an analysis of the wind, the philosophy of 

phenomenology, the artistic processes of Impressionism and the ecology of vibrant 

matter, as ways to explore the natural forces in the desert and to evoke a desert space 

in an urban place. 

 

Naturalist Lyall Watson observes that ‘wind is moving air, with mass and energy’ 

(Watson, 1984, p. 124). My video, Alchemy of the Sun (see figs 17–18) reveals the 

wind’s energy and mass shaking vegetation (leaves, spinifex and sticks) and pushing 

clouds across the sky. Watson discusses absence of atmosphere on the moon and 

Mercury to reveal the importance of having an atmosphere on Earth to soften the 

passage of sunlight and indicates that on Earth light passes through a blue filter: 

 

There are worlds without wind. Breathless ones that shine like a hard, diamond-

bright, reflected light. Ones like Mercury and the Moon that are too hot, too cold, 

too small or too old to sustain an atmosphere. All the rest return light that has 

been softened and coloured by passage through various layers of vapour... Earth, 

we now know, is wrapped in an exuberant blue swirl (Watson, 1984, p. 13). 

 

Sun and air continually move on this planet and in the exposed flat treeless desert, 

these forces are clearly revealed in the openness of the sparse landscape. A sample 

page from one of my art journals Cordillo Downs Art Journal - Strzelecki Desert (see 

fig. 6) reveals my daily observations of changes in wind, sun and shadows across the 

desert landscape. On 26th September, 2012, the temperature was 42ºC in the shade, 

and the heat scorched the ground and curled leaves of mulga bushes. I was tracing the 

shadows of a mulga branch every hour during the day, Mulga Sticks (see figs. 7–8), 

using black ink and water. My intention was to track the rotation of the fan-shaped 

shadows of the mulga branch across the page as the sun moved across the sky. (While 

the sun rotates to the west, shadows move to the east). By mid afternoon, however, 
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wind-blown clouds from the north–west covered the sun, and the shadows disappeared 

from the page. I was forced to stop drawing.  

 

As the energy of the south–east wind increased at ground level, dark clouds 

approached overhead from the north–west (in the opposite direction). Based on prior 

geographical knowledge, I hypothesized that a low pressure system was nearby 

because wind moves clockwise around a low pressure cell in the southern hemisphere. 

I predicted the wind would swing clockwise to the north. At about 2:30am that night, 

this proved correct and I wore a fleecy jacket to keep warm, surprised by the large 

drop in temperature. Around 4:30am, I had to tie down the tent ropes because the 

northerly wind was whipping through my camp. The wind was so strong that  it 

upended my camp chair and filled the outdoor kitchen with sand.  

 

These daily observations agree with Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology philosophy. 

Husserl (1858-1938) proposed that by analyzing daily human experience a greater 

understanding of nature can be achieved, than by more general forms of observation 

(Smith, 2007). This conception of closely observing daily human experience 

reinforced my belief that my daily experimentations and recordings would advance my 

understanding of how invisible forces moved across the desert.  

 

Intentionality is significant in phenomenology where the observation of an experience 

is directed towards something in particular (Stanford, 2013). In my case, my daily 

intentions were focussed on capturing and understanding the ever-changing 

movements and effects of the forces of nature over time across the desert ground. 
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Figure 6   Julia Featherstone, Cordillo Downs Art Journal - Strezlecki Desert (p. 62) 2012   © Julia Featherstone 
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Figure 7 (Above) Julia Featherstone, Mulga Sticks. (Pen, ink on archival paper) Documentation. 2012  

Figure 8 (Below) Julia Featherstone, Mulga Sticks. (Pen and ink on archival paper)  2012 © Julia Featherstone 
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Observing nature in the field and keeping an art journal are not new. In the early 

1800s, painter J. M. W. Turner created many of his atmospheric canvases from the 

notes and sketches that he had made in the field. In the 1890s, Impressionist painters 

worked outdoors to study seasonal variations in light, shadow and colour. French artist 

Claude Monet was particularly intrigued by the visual nuances of his local landscape 

throughout the day and between seasons. Light, colour and shadows change quickly 

outdoors and to overcome this Monet worked on several canvases at once, so that in 

the following weeks, he could find a suitable canvas to match the light. Monet’s series 

of  haystack paintings show differences in light during the day and between the 

seasons, including: End of the Summer, Morning; Haystacks, Setting Sun; Haystacks, 

Effect of Snow and Sun.  

 

My two photos, Thring Rock Sunrise (see fig. 45) and Thring Rock Sunset (see fig. 46) 

show the effects of changes in light and shadows in the landscape at different times of 

the day. However, unlike Monet, the subject matter and angle of view are not the 

same. 

 

While Monet worked on several canvases at once, it was impossible for me to adopt 

this approach in the desert where I wanted to capture movement of over time. If I were 

Monet, I could have continued to work on Mulga Stick on another day, when the 

shadows reappeared. However, to capture accurate, hourly rotations of the shadow and 

its movement, I needed the branch to stay in the same position on the paper in the 

landscape. In my case, the windstorm would have blown away, not only the paper and 

branch, but also the supporting camp table. Like Monet, I rose before dawn to capture 

rapidly changing light at one place in the landscape. However, unlike Monet, I wanted 

to capture changes over a continuous period of time. To this end, I created several stop 

frame animations to reveal these changes over time. 

 

Sun and wind were the two main forces that affected my presence in the desert, and 

like me, these forces were present each day. The inter-connectedness between the sun, 

wind and movement of shadows is revealed in the stop-frame animations Alchemy of 

the Sun, Leaves of Time and Shadow of the Flesh discussed in Chapter 3.2 ‘Shadow’.  
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2.1  Vibrant Matter 

 

My observation of the continual movement and interaction between forces agreed with 

recent discoveries in nanotechnology. In her 2010 book, Vibrant Matter: a political 

ecology of things, political philosopher Jane Bennett argued for a better understanding 

of the inter-connectedness between ourselves, the materiality of nature and the 

‘quivering’ of very small particles: ‘In this strange vital materialism, there is no point 

of pure stillness, no indivisible atom that is not itself aquiver with virtual force’ 

(Bennett, 2010, p. 57). 

 

Just because we cannot see atoms ‘aquiver’ with the virtual force of nanoparticles, 

does not mean the nanoparticles do not exist. In 1981, the scanning tunnelling 

microscope was developed to see individual atoms, (Nanotechnology). Brain 

researcher John Assaraff contends that all human interpretations are based on an 

‘internal map’ of reality interpreted within a person’s five physical senses (sight, 

sound, touch, smell and taste) and that each of the senses has a particular spectrum. He 

gives examples for sound where humans hear a different range of pitch to a dog; and 

for sight, where a snake sees a different light spectrum to humans. Assaraf argues that 

a human’s ‘internal map’ of reality is the result of that person’s life’s collective 

experiences and these are incomplete, inaccurate and are only an interpretation of 

physical reality (Assareff, 2014).  

 

The idea that our reality is contained in our five senses and that matter is a living 

vibrant force field of tiny particles agreed with research in the desert. As a result, I 

chose to make the immersive installation Red Desert Project with over 2.5 billion of 

grains of vibrant red sand, each with its own force. I believed this vibrant matter could 

enhance the urban dwellers’ experience of a desert landscape in an urban space. Red 

Desert Project is discussed in Section 3.4 ‘Immersion’. 

 

While travelling to Birdsville QLD in 2010, my trip was seriously delayed (for 13 

days) when my vehicle became bogged in a series of claypans in the the South 

Simpson Desert, SA. During those thirteen days, I became intimately connected with 

the vibrant and volatile nature of mud in claypans. I shovelled and grabbed mud from 
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under the four-wheel drive vehicle, dug holes in the hard ground (away from the bog) 

tto bury a spare wheel to provide an anchorage, then used an electric winch to pull 

against the sunken wheel... only to sink again.  

 

During these 13 days, I experienced the vibrant nature of clay – how it absorbs 

moisture from rain, swells and softens and prevents human, animal and vehicle 

movement across a claypan. I felt sympathy for John Eyre who was stopped from 

crossing the wet claypan at Halligan Bay, Lake Eyre in 1846. I understood how it 

could take six men fourteen hours to dig a distressed camel out of the mud (without an 

electric winch). 

 

To represent the rare experience of being stuck in the mud-desert during rain and to 

explore the vibrant and transformative nature of clay, a four-wheel drive vehicle was 

driven over wet mud to embed the tyre treads in clay. My aim was to represent the 

tracks that left behind in the wet claypans, 2010. The wet tyre imprints were installed 

in Making Tracks (see fig. 47) and left to slowly dry, crack and crumble during the 

installation – echoing the vibrant nature of mud drying, cracking and transforming in 

the claypans of the desert.  

 

My research in the desert was an experimental field that enabled me to focus on 

microcosms of materiality and ephemeral forces across the ground. Being physically 

in the desert is what brought my senses alive and transformed the desert into an 

experiential and spiritual reality. Without any trappings, exposed to the elements in a 

wide, flat expanse of desert, I had the mental and physical space and time to reflect, 

observe, experiment and record my research.  
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Chapter 3  Mapping the Emptiness 

 

This chapter examines four concepts that relate specifically to my research: horizon, 

shadow, alien objects and immersion. Individual works are critiqued within these 

concepts to place my research within art, historical and mythological frameworks. My 

works engage various themes, but for clarity and focus, I have discussed each work in 

terms of one dominant theme, then briefly mentioned them in other sections. 

 

My research depended upon me being physically in the desert where my discoveries 

agreed with the sentiments expressed by adventurer and author, Robyn Davidson, that 

‘the desert gives you an awareness about where you fit in the world. You get a sense 

of the way nature fits together,’ Davidson quoted in (Hooton, 2014, p. 13). 

 

Davidson spoke recently about her epic 2,700 km camel trek from Alice Springs to the 

West Australian coast, 1977. Her book, Tracks, has finally been made into a film and 

premiered at the Adelaide Film Festival in February (2014). Fortunately for Davidson, 

and her three camels, there was no rain during her trek. Otherwise, her camels would 

have become distressed as they sank into soft claypans, she would have then had to 

spend many hours to them dig out... only to see them sink again. In the desert rains of 

2010, my vehicle kept becoming bogged in the wet claypans, as I travelled from 

Dalhousie Hot Springs to Birdsville, QLD, across the Rig Road of the South Simpson 

Desert. 

 

Like Davidson, my presence in the desert gave me an awareness and indication of how 

the forces of nature connected together. My observations of continuous, rapid, small 

changes in the environment made me reflect on recent discoveries that the 'physical 

world is one large sea of energy that flashes in and out of existence in milliseconds, 

even though humans cannot see it' (Assareff, 2014). Jane Bennett argued for greater 

understanding of the ecology of vibrant matter and her arguments helped me to clarify 

the significance of the continual tiny changes that I observed during my research in the 

desert, discussed in Section 2.1 ‘Vibrant Matter’ (Bennett, 2010).  
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My research in the following pages reflects my presence in the desert as an observer of 

the natural forces of nature at a particular place and time, within memories of that 

place. The research aims to map time sensations and to record a post colonial sensory 

response to the mapping of human awareness in the desert, usually in places named by 

colonial explorers.  
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3.1  Horizon 

 

This section briefly discusses art, historical and psychological backgrounds of the 

horizon and understandings of linear perspective, then examines two works made in 

the course of my research that subverted the horizon to create pictorial space, Beneath 

my Boots (see fig 10) and Bird’s Eye of Disappointment (see figs 11–16). 

 

The perception and meaning of horizon have varied greatly over the years. Ptolemy’s 

World map of ancient Greece (National Library, 2013, p. 17) showed the horizon with 

a sharp edge, presumably where an unwary traveller could fall off the known world. 

The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines horizon as ‘the boundary-line of that part of 

the earth’s surface visible from a given point; and the line at which earth and sky 

appear to meet’ (Oxford, 1972, p. 984). In Christian religions, heaven is located in the 

sky and for Ancient Egyptians their sun god Ra rose daily from the horizon.  

 

In psychological terms, people often seek new horizons to change their existing 

circumstances. Explorer Gibson searching for water with Giles's compass that he could 

not use and me, with a table on my head striding across a wet claypan towards a 

distant horizon in Gibson’s Compass, discussed in Section 3.3 ‘Alien Objects’. 

 

Ever since the geometry linear perspective was developed early in the 15th century, 

(during the Italian Renaissance), the linear perspective and the horizon have 

dominated Western landscape art (Cole, 1993, p. 6). It wasn’t until the beginning of 

the 19th century, that Romantic English painter J. M. W. Turner broke free of linear 

perspective by painting atmospheric skies that submerged the space of the horizon. In 

the early 20th century, Cubist artists such as Pablo Picasso and Georges Braques, 

subverted linear perspective by splintering space into shifting geometrical planes that 

showed objects from several aspects at once. The French poet, Guillaume Apollinaire, 

encapsulated Cubist attitudes when he wrote that linear perspective was a ‘miserable’ 

device ‘for making all things shrink,’ (Cole, 1993, p. 52). 

 

Australian poet Les Murray rejects linear perspective in favour of a painting of 

equality in his poem ‘Equanimity’:  
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A field all foreground, and equally all background,  

like a painting of equality.  

Of infinite detailed extent like God’s attention. 

Where nothing is diminished by perspective. 

(Murray, 1994, p. 180). 

  

After several trips to the outback, American photographer Lynn Silverman created 

Horizons (see fig. 11) where she mapped two perspectives of the landscape from one 

position: looking down at her boots, so that the viewer could see the ground; and 

looking out to a flat, narrow horizon line where the sky dominated. In her book The 

Pirate’s Fiancee: Feminism, Reading and Postmodernism, Meaghan Morris explains 

Silverman’s unique mapping. Morris contends that the audience can scan ‘the horizon 

line, joining up frame to frame in a single track along the series’ and then look down 

for ‘the exact details of a flower, a bush, a nest or a cluster of stones’ (Morris, 1988, p. 

141–142). Silverman's work was a counterpoint for my photographic series, Beneath 

my Boots (see below). 

 

 
  Figure 9 Lynn Silverman Horizons, 1979. Photographic series. Source: (Morris, 1988, p. 140–141) 
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Beneath my Boots 
 

My photographic-video series, Beneath my Boots (see fig. 10) inverts Silverman’s 

Horizons and challenges traditional landscape by deliberately deleting the horizon and 

looking down at the ground around my boots, from three perspectives. By deleting the 

horizon, this work also deletes the spectacular sunset and sunrise colours of the desert 

and focuses on the details of the ground. The three views splinter space and without an 

horizon, render desert scale and place difficult to comprehend, thereby further 

challenging traditional perspective. The toes of my boots locate my presence as an 

observer at a particular time and place in the desert and provide the audience with 

clues about understanding the three viewpoints which are sometimes difficult to 

distinguish because of avoiding the low horizon on the essentially flat landscape.  

 

The title includes the word ‘boots’ to recognize their significance in enabling me to 

walk across diverse desert landscapes for my research – from rough rocks, sharp 

sticks, spikey spinifex, to hot sand and wet mud. This series explores perceptions of 

space–place when the prominent flat horizon is deleted from frame.  

 

The three perspectives from my camera’s viewpoint are: 

1. Aerial viewpoint:  

• The camera looks straight down at the ground 

• The height is my eye-line when standing (about 160 cm) 

• The toes of my boots are included in the right-hand corner of frame  
 

2. Landscape without an horizon:  

• The camera looks out across the landscape, just below the horizon  

• The height is my eyeline when standing (about 156 cm) 

• The camera is always tilted down to delete the sky 
 

3. Macro close-up of the scene:  

• The camera looks across the ground from the tips of my boots 

• The height is my boots (about 5 cm) 
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• The camera is always tilted down to delete the sky 

 

The Strzelecki Desert red sand dunes were the main site for Beneath my Boots because 

I wanted to focus on details and  patterns of desert dunes and the spinifex, wattle and 

mulga that sparsely cover them. To see desert without its expansive and dominating 

sky demonstrates that the desert is not empty or a void, but full of fascinating textures, 

shapes and details.  
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Figure 10  Julia Featherstone, Beneath my Boots, (Video still) 2013 
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Bird’s Eye of Disappointment  
 

The mapping photographic series, Bird’s Eye of Disappointment (see figs 11–16) 

subverts traditional linear perspective of the landscape by taking a bird’s eye view of 

Lake Disappointment. The changes in fifteen aerial images of the Lake reflect a bird 

soaring higher and higher above the landscape. Lake Disappointment was chosen 

deliberately to critique Frank Hahn’s naming of this huge lake with his grievance of 

finding salty water, not fresh water, as he had hoped in 1897. This work critiques 

traditional perspective, perception and the meaning of place. 

 

The bird’s eye view starts at 50 metres above the Lake where the viewer can detect 

salt and sand, then rises to a height of 1,000km where the Lake shrinks and loses all 

meaning on a global scale. 

 

Google Earth provided the basis for this work and enabled me to explore the effect of 

distance, scale and meaning in aerial mapping. As the distance above the landscape 

increases, so the map’s readability and relevance changes. The symbol of a red flag 

designates the geographical location of Lake Disappointment. At a height of 100 

metres, details and patterns of the white salt lake can be distinguished. However, at a 

height of 50 km, the lake shrinks and is dominated by a brown desert. At a height of 

1,000km, the lake shrinks to a tiny dot and the dominant colour of the map is 

ultramarine blue showing that Australia occupies a small place in the Pacific and 

Indian Oceans. This work also echoes recent findings in nanotechnology where all 

matter is made from smaller and smaller particles. Except in this work, the details 

shrink as distance increases and the viewpoint gets further away from the starting 

point. 

 

Bird’s Eye of Disappointment is constructed from fifteen aerial maps that loop over a 

fifty-four seconds to show the visual effect of looking down at Lake Disappointment 

while rising higher and higher above the lake. Movement through space and time is 

reflected in the electronic soundtrack that interweaves and increases in pitch, as the 

height increases above Lake Disappointment. 
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Figures 11, 12, 13   Bird’s Eye of Disappointment,  (Map details) 2014  (Google Maps) 
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   Figure 14, 15, 16   Bird’s Eye of Disappointment,  (Map details) 2014   (Google Maps) 
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3.2 Shadow 

 

This section briefly discusses the history of the shadow in art, fiction and psychology, 

then discusses my three video works where the shadow was a significant element: 

Alchemy of the Sun (see figs 17–18), Leaves of Time (see figs 21–22) and Shadow of 

the Flesh (see figs 23–24).  

 

The shadow has had a long and varied history in art. In ancient Greece, the shadow 

had the status of explaining the origin of painting after a man’s shadow cast onto a 

wall was traced as an outline (Stoichita, 1997, p. 7). Two drawing works echo the 

ancient Greek idea of tracing an outline (pen and pencil) of a shadow cast onto a 

surface (paper) – Mulga Stick (discussed in Chapter 2 ‘Experimental Fields') and the 

stop-frame animation, Leaves of Time (see figs 1, 24-5).  

 

In Medieval art, the shadow was ignored, disavowed or referred to as ‘gloomy spots’ 

by Dante Alighieri in his epic poem, Divine Comedy (c.1308-21). When Dante, the 

protagonist, reached Paradise he noticed dark marks on his body and asked: ‘Whence 

the gloomy spots upon this body?’ (Stoichita, 1997 ,p. 44)The protagonist also gets a 

scare while consulting his mentor, the poet Virgil, as they walked with their backs to 

the sun, so that each should cast a shadow falling in front of him, but Virgil does not. 

To Dante this signified that Virgil was a ‘ghost’.  

 

Stoichita argues in his book, A Short History of the Shadow, (Stoichita, 1997, p. 44) 

that it took the discovery of linear perspective to inspire artists to undertake serious 

scientific study of the shadow. Several artists such as Leonardo da Vinci, c.1492, and 

Albrecht Durer, c.1525, projected light onto objects to study the shadows cast onto 

walls and surfaces.  

 

Installation artist Bill Viola worked with shadows in his immersive installation Ocean 

Without a Shore, 2005. Viola said that the inspiration behind this work was Sengalese 

poet Birago Diop's poem ‘The Dead Are Never Gone’ (Viola, 2005). Viola’s work 

explored the threshold between life and death and the presence of the dead in our lives. 
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He argues that the passage of life and death is cyclical in that ‘all beings realise that 

their presence is finite and so they must eventually turn away from material existence 

to return from where they came. The cycle repeats without end’ (Viola, 2007).  

 

This work was originally installed in the 15th century chapel of San Gallo Church for 

the Venice Biennale, 2007. Three plasma screens across three stone altars represented 

portals for the passage of the dead to and from our world. The individuals slowly 

approach out of darkness, then  break through a wall of water and light to pass into the 

physical world. Birago Diop alleges that the dead are living in the shadows of the 

world around us. 

 

The dead are never gone:  

they are in the shadows.  

The dead are not in earth:  

they're in the rustling tree,  

the groaning wood,  

water that runs,  

water that sleeps;  

they're in the hut,  

in the crowd,  

the dead are not dead.  

Birago Diop quoted in (Melzter, 1984, p. 190) 

 

In F.W. Murnau’s German Expressionist film Nosferatu: A Symphony of Horror, 

1922, the shadow embodies the vampire Count Orlok, who appears under the cover of 

darkness. Murnau’s film inspired other film makers and artists to explore the horror 

genre and what could be embodied in the shadows.  

 

Australian artist Hobart Hughes, dedicated his shadow animation Removed 2005, to 

F.W. Murnau. But unlike Murnau, Hughes set his animation in daylight. Hughes 

argues that ‘the shadow self likes to have its way, not a creature of the night but of the 

day’ (Hughes). Hughes made his animation in the arid zone near Broken Hill, NSW, 

where he saw the landscape as representing ‘the empty spaces that have been 

discarded’. Within this empty space, it's as if the wandering conscious spirit is 
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searching for a connection that will never be. This idea echoes with both Birago 

Diop’s poem ‘The dead are never gone’ and Bill Viola’s video installation Ocean 

without a Shore. In the opening sequence of Hughes's Removed, the shadow scratches 

the ground and removes sticks and a bottle from the ground, where Hughes says ‘the 

shadow self is seeking connection with its reality that it has been removed from.’ 

However, Hughes believes the story is ‘about the failure of the ego to reconnect with 

reality’. He calls the film ‘a daytime ghost story’ which contrasts with Dante’s ‘Divine 

Comedy’ where Virgil’s ‘ghost’ did not cast a shadow. The possible meanings of the 

shadow remain an enigma. 

 

In the videos, Shadow of the Flesh and Shadow on the Cross, my shadow moves 

fleetingly across salt pans, clay pans, spinifex, sand dunes and watercourses, evoking 

memories of past presences in the desert. But whose past presence? In the stop-frame 

animation Alchemy of the Sun, there is has no presence of a human shadow, only the 

presence of a ‘ghost’ camera operator whose shadow is not cast onto the scene.  
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Alchemy of the Sun 
 

Alchemy of the Sun (see figs 17–18) is a metaphorical video that explores the forces of 

sun, wind and weather that continually transform the desert ground (watercourses, salt, 

claypans, rocks and sand dunes) throughout day and night, between seasons and 

between years. Fragments of text collage the different histories and mythologies of 

these forces. 

 

My research across the Australian centre to the Great Sandy Desert in Western 

Australia in 2010, intensified my decision to use alchemy as a metaphor. During that 

trip, I was struck by the large number of gas well structures across the land, 

particularly around Moomba, SA, where signs like ‘private property’ and ‘no entry’ 

blocked access to the desert. In 2012, I returned to my camp site at Cordillo Downs (I 

had camped there in 2009) to find the dunes and plains criss-crossed with wires and 

large machines trawling the sand dunes with sound ‘booming’ resonators and detectors 

mapping the substrata while looking for gas deposits. Once found, the gas is extracted, 

removed from the desert, sold, and burned to produce energy to transform metals into 

buildings and machines; and for heating, cooling and lighting.  

 

Alchemy is defined as the ‘medieval forerunner of chemistry, concerned with the 

transmutation of matter, in particular with attempts to convert base metals into gold, or 

find a universal elixir’ (Oxford) and so alchemy became the metaphor for the elements 

of nature that transform the desert ground. 

 

For the segment, Lake Disappointment, the stop-frame animation shows how the 

energy and mass of the winds shake the vegetation (leaves, spinifex and sticks) and 

push clouds across the sky. These multiple frames were photographed at fixed time 

intervals from a fixed tripod position, with sandbags to hold the tripod steady. 

However, some images appear to jump between frames because the wind shook the 

spinifex and clouds rapidly passed overhead casting c\waves of shadows across the 

lake. The animations consist of hundreds photographs taken at short time intervals and 

then run together in editing software at different speeds, then converted into high-

definition video.  
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The elements of the desert (and elsewhere) have opposing forces: wet–dry, fire–water, 

earth–air, light–shadow, hot–cold; and in Alchemy, some of these oppositions are 

shown. Nothing stays still in the desert and this work captures a microcosm of the 

changes during my presence in the desert at a particular time and place. 
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Figure 17, 18, Julia Featherstone, Alchemy of the Sun, (Video stills) 2014.   © Julia Featherstone 
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Leaves of Time 
 

The inspiration for Leaves of Time (see figs 19–20) was the ancient Finke River – 

believed to be one of the oldest watercourses in the world. The river meanders for 

about 600km  from the MacDonnell Ranges NT to the Simpson Desert SA. This video 

was created near the source of the Finke River, about 5km from Glen Helen Gorge.  

 

To find a metaphor for the ancient river, I concentrated on the fleeting and erratic 

presence of shadows of a large, old red river gum tree that stood in the middle of the 

expansive creek bed. I faced the sun and placed a sheet of archival drawing paper in 

the shadow of the gum tree, with river stones on the edges to stop the paper moving in 

the wind. My camera was mounted on a low tripod. Using a pencil, I traced (or tried to 

trace) the fast-moving shadows of the gum tree – blown by the wind and moving 

across the paper with the sun's rotation. After each pencil movement, I moved out of 

the camera frame and took a photo. 

 

Well-known Indigenous artist Gloria Petyarre also tracks the motion of leaves blowing 

in the wind in her acrylic paintings (see fig. 4) – discussed in Section 1.3 ‘Changing 

Perceptions of the Void’.  However in my video, I aimed to capture the quick shifting 

shadows of the leaves over time. 

 

At the start, the shadow of the tree trunk covered most of the page (see fig. 19). As the 

sun rotated west, the tree shadow disappeared off the page to the right (east) and 

swaying leaves appeared (see fig. 20). Finally, when the sun moved further west, the 

shadows left the page completely. I used acrylic paint to colour the pencil lines to 

reveal my imaginings of the changing colours of leaves throughout the seasons (see 

figs. 21-22). 
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Figures 19,  20, Julia Featherstone, Leaves of Time. Stop-frame animation (Video stills) 2010  © Julia Featherstone 
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Figures 21, 22 Julia Featherstone, Leaves of Time. Stop-frame animation (Video stills) 2010 © Julia Featherstone 
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Shadow of the Flesh 
 

In Shadow of the Flesh (see figs 23–24), the sun acted as a kind of sun-dial because 

the sun was always on my back – revealing the length of shadows and changes in 

colour of the ground and vegetation. My shadow crossed over diverse desert 

landscapes, from a road at Cunnawinya billabong, QLD, (see fig. 25) to the muddy 

waters of the Finke River (see fig. 26). The long, stretched shadow at Cunnawinya 

were captured when the sun was setting and shining just above the horizon.  

 

To focus attention on the shadows, texture and details of the desert, the horizon was 

deliberately excluded. The title came from Chapter 2 of Stoichita’s book, A Short 

History of the Shadow, (Stoichita, 1997, p. 42) in which he placed the history of the 

shadow in an art context. 

 

Because the sun was always behind me, my shadow fell ahead of me so that the 

viewer sees what I see on the desert ground, like Shaun Gladwell’s video, Approach to 

Mundi Mundi, where the camera tracked behind his motorbike and the viewer saw the 

vast expanse of the desert stretched out ahead of him (Discussed in Chapter 1.3 

'Changing Perceptions of the Void'). My dark silhouette moving across various desert 

landscapes also resonates with Diop’s poem, ‘The Dead are Never Gone’ and with 

Hobart Hughes’ animation Removed 2005, opening up questions about  the presence 

of past people who may be living in ephemeral shadows.  
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Figures 23, 24, Julia Featherstone, Shadow of the Flesh, (Video stills).  2010–14 (Above) Cunnawinya, QLD, 

(Below) Finke River, SA. © Julia Featherstone 
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3.3  Alien  Objects 

This chapter briefly investigates the alien object in relation to art, history and 

mythology, particularly in relation to colonial history and the mysterious Min Min 

lights. Three works that use an alien object in the desert landscape is discussed 

Gibson’s Compass (a camp table), Shelter (an umbrella bought in the Florence 

markets), Moonlight Sonata (torchlight and LED lights). A fourth work that projected 

desert footage onto a T-cross in the studio is also investigated: Shadow on the Cross. 

 

Artist Joan Ross, known for her humorous and ironic interventions in colonial 

artworks, introduces alien fluorescent colours in unexpected places over images from 

Australia’s colonial past. Her work critiques pastoral and colonial Australian history. 

For the print, The Naming of Things (The claiming of things), Ross set the scene in 

the Blue Mountains near Sydney. A woman, dressed in a long buxom outfit, spray 

paints a rock with graffiti. A man, dressed in a black suit with long white socks, holds 

a small dog. The picket fence, usually painted white in colonial times, is painted a 

bright fluorescent green (see fig. 27). 

 

 
Figure 25 Joan Ross, The Naming of Things (The claiming of things), (Pigment print) 2012  

Source: Gallery Barry Keldoulis website (Ross, 2012) © Joan Ross 

 

Christo and Jean-Claude are two of many installation artists who introduce alien 

objects into the landscape. One striking example was the installation of 7,503 saffron 

coloured flags, The Gates, installed in Central Park, New York City, in 2005. New 

Yorkers and visitors walked beneath these fluttering golden yellow flags installed over 

the paths in the Park. These flags undulated with the wind, changed colours with the 

rotation of the sun across the sky and changed shape and colour with the weather and 
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time of day. The Gates was an immersive work using alien golden flags in the park to 

inspire New Yorkers as they walked through the park. 
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Gibson's Compass 
 

Gibson’s Compass (see figs 24–25) is my response to explorer Gibson’s helplessness 

in a desert landscape when trying to find his way back to camp with a useless object (a 

compass he could not use, that rendered it useless to him in this circumstance). I 

wanted a metaphor to investigate the incongruous application of an object that is a 

cultural signifier, but either by context or misapplication, becomes absurd. I chose a 

camp table which is a useful object in such environments, but used it as a hat (another 

useful object in that situation). But by carrying it on my head, I referenced images of 

native carriers and created the absurdity, by being both alone and having no maps or 

other equipment to lay on it. I felt a sympathy for Gibson for both of us were seeking 

new horizons and solutions under stress. Gibson was dying of thirst and I had the 

potential to die of starvation because I was trapped in the wet claypans of the Simpson 

Desert, unable to escape.  

 

The title of the work echoes Alfred Gibson’s disappearance in the desert (his body was 

never found) after he set off alone to search for water with a compass he could not 

read. The work also hints at the internal compass of our belief systems that guide us, 

whether to stay, or go and seek new horizons. Each individual carries an imprint of 

inheritance and hidden undercurrents which sometimes magnetise an individual in 

unexpected ways attracting her towards unpredictable horizons. 

 

The desert landscape in Gibson’s Compass supports the psychological shrinking of 

linear perspective discussed in Section 3.1 ‘Horizon’. As I strode off into the 

landscape, my figure and footprints shrank into the landscape providing a primal 

understanding of the psychological state of Gibson’s mind where his stability and 

composure were disturbed and diminished by the forces of nature and human choice.  

 

To create the work, I fixed a camera low to the ground on a tripod and tilted the lens 

down so that the claypan dominated the frame, creating four–fifths of ground to one 

fifth sky in the frame. This small percentage of sky contrasts with the title of Sean 

O’Brien’s movie, Two Thirds Sky, that followed five artists as they created paintings 

in the desert. I aimed to reverse the traditional landscape view where the horizon is 
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low in frame and the sky dominates the image, particularly in Lynn Silverman’s very 

low horizon in her photo series, Horizons (see fig. 9). 

 

At the time I made this work, my vehicle was bogged in mud and my nearest supplies 

and help were 200km away in the east. Many impassible large, wet claypans and high 

sand dunes separated me from help. My mind contemplated Gibson’s predicament 

where he wanted to take Giles’s compass, even though he couldn’t use it. The compass 

was like Gibson’s security blanket to help him to find his way back to camp. I could 

see my tracks in the wet clay, but for Gibson the land was hard and dry because all the 

surface water had evaporated from the land and waterholes. Also, the continual wind 

in the desert blows sand over marks left on dry sand and ground, and without any 

dominant landmarks to use as bearings, it is easy to become disoriented and lose your 

sense of direction. 

 

In a further reference to past explorers, the absurdity of placing a table on my head and 

walking off into the desert, echoes Burke’s decision in 1860 to leave Melbourne with 

an oak table. 
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Figure  26, 27   Julia Featherstone, Gibson’s Compass, (Video stills)  2010–14     © Julia Featherstone 
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Shelter 
 

Shelter (see figs 28–31) is a video and photographic series that critiques Renaissance 

linear perspective by bringing an alien ‘Renaissance’ object into the desert. The object 

is an umbrella bought in the markets in Florence, Italy, with photos of six iconic 

Renaissance buildings plastered around the rim - a perfect metaphor for Australia 

where we cling to the edge of the continent. Like the umbrella, the concept of linear 

perspective with a vanishing point on the horizon, is an alien idea in an expansive, flat 

desert landscape with wide horizons. The umbrella was incongruous because it could 

be useful as a sun shelter, but as a shelter to protect me from the elements, it was too 

small and therefore useless. When the wind continued to blow the umbrella over, I 

filled it with red sand to stop it moving, rendering the umbrella totally useless as a 

shelter. Then, after I reversed time on the footage, the figure in the landscape 

magically attracted the sand upwards into her open hands.  

 

At night, I lit the umbrella with LED lights to enhance the alien concept of a lone 

Italian umbrella in the desert landscape (like me). I also wanted to recall the presence 

of the mysterious Min Min Lights that appear randomly near the road between Boulia 

and Winton, QLD. The Min Min lights are discussed in the next section of Chapter 3.3 

‘Moonlight Sonata’.  

 

Contrary to my aim, the umbrella and I shrank in size at night when I carried the 

umbrella (with an LED light hidden inside) down the sand dunes and out across the 

flat plain. The landscape, however, remained flat without the converging lines of 

perspective. 
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Figure  28   Julia Featherstone, Shelter  (Video still)  2009. © Julia Featherstone 
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Figure 29   Julia Featherstone, Shelter   (Photo)  2009. © Julia Featherstone 
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Figure 30, 31   Julia Featherstone, Shelter   (Video stills)  2009. © Julia Featherstone 
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Moonlight Sonata 
  

The inspiration for the photographic series Moonlight Sonata (see figs, 32–33) was 

the ephemeral Min Min light that appears at night, near the road connecting Winton 

and Boulia, QLD. I wanted to connect my presence and my maternal heritage of place 

in the desert – my Mother’s childhood home above a newsagency in Winton and my 

great-grandmother’s home in a hotel in Boulia, where she raised her family (including 

my mother’s father). Both women felt alienated from their desert environments. These 

lights reportedly appeared along the road connecting these two towns. A large Min 

Min Encounter Centre dedicated to the story of the Min Min light was built by the 

Boulia Council with animatronics of characters who claimed to have seen the spine 

tingling lights.  

 

This series aims to create an alien, but romantic landscape to counter my ancestors 

sense of alienation about the desert. The series explores the emotional impact of the 

full moon and artificial light on human perception when alone at night in a desert 

landscape. Long exposures were required to capture the reflected moonlight and as a 

consequence, many images also capture the coloured streaks of stars ‘moving’ while 

the aperture remained open. I highlighted colours and textures of sand, spinifex and 

bushes with torches, flashlights and LED lights to create a romantic, but alien, 

landscape.  
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Figure 32   Julia Featherstone, Moonlight Sonata, (Video Still), 2009  © Julia Featherstone 
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Figure 33   Julia Featherstone, Moonlight Sonata (Video Still), 2010   © Julia Featherstone 
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Shadow on the Cross 
 

I was struck by the impact that white explorers, missionaries, miners and settlers had 

and were continuing to have, on the desert and its Indigenous people.  The video 

Shadow on the Cross (see figs 34–35) is a metaphor for this intrusion – with the 

desert colours bleached out by projecting original footage onto white cubes arranged 

in the shape of a T–cross. This shape alludes to the familiar religious shape of a man 

on a cross and to the T-shape of Gladwell’s body as he rides with his arms 

outstretched in his video Approach to Mundi Mundi, 2007.  

 

I then re-filmed the projected footage capturing broken-up images of the landscape to 

represent a metaphor for the fragmentation of land caused by map boundaries, naming, 

religions and mining.  

 

The bleached colours suggest time passing and hint at the influences of ‘white’ 

colonial explorers, missionaries and miners. The fragmented soundtrack highlights the 

disappointment experienced by two colonial explorers when they discovered salt water 

and wet clay, and not the fresh water they had hoped to find. In 1897, when Frank 

Hahn named the vast inland lake, Lake Disappointment, he wrote: ‘I was disappointed 

at not finding water in it’. Earlier in 1840, John Eyre and his expedition were stopped 

from exploring further north when the expedition and their camels got bogged in the 

wet clay of Lake Eyre. Eyre named the Lake after himself and wrote: ‘With feelings of 

disappointment, I turn from this dreary and cheerless scene before me’. In the 

soundtrack, the words ‘salt’, ‘red’ and ‘spinifex’ are used like an ostinato, adding to 

the staccato rhythm of the soundtrack. These sounds were then layered and mixed with 

my personal observations of the cycles of the sun, shadows and wind that continually 

move in the desert. 
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Figure 34, 35,   Julia Featherstone, Shadow on the Cross, (Video stills) 2014 (Top: Lake Disappointment, 2010. 

Below: Lake Eyre, 2010).  © Julia Featherstone  
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Terror Australis 
 

The map work Terror Australis (see figs. 42, 43) is based on an archival print of 

Frenchman Louis Freycinet’s map of the outline of Australia ‘Nouvelle Hollande’ 

1811 – the first published map of the Australian coastline and financed by Napoleon 

Bonaparte before he lost the Battle of Waterloo in 1815 (against England, France and 

Russia). The latitude and longitude lines are different to those we use in Australia 

today. Freycinet’s calculations were based on the French system of navigation while 

our current system, and that of colonial British navigator Mathew Flinders, were 

calculated using the British system of Greenwich mean time. 

 

This ink and pigment work challenges unequal power of colonial mapping naming and 

ownership and suggests that this power continues in Australia, particularly with the 

Australian Government’s decision to employ the Navy to control our oceanic borders 

beyond the rim of the continent. As a nation, we continue to deny or disavow those 

aspects of Australian reality that are perceived to be strange, unpalatable or 

inconvenient, particularly the Liberal Australian Government of 2013–14 (so far) that 

embargoed all news coverage of boat arrivals.  

 

Navy ships and helicopters control the coastline between Darwin, Indonesia and Papua 

New Guinea. Arrows indicate the route to the offshore processing site of Manus 

Island, a part of Papua New Guinea. 

 

The map is rotated 180º so that south is at the top of the map to loosen  our perceptions 

of the map of Australia. When Tasmania is at the top of the map, comprehension is 

interrupted and difficult to read and the ‘upside down’ map resembles the shape of the 

USA . New York and Los Angeles are placed on the coastline of Terror Australis to 

suggest that Australia could be an American outpost, given our free trade agreement 

and military links. However, placing south at the top of the map is not new. Medieval 

maps of Europe frequently placed south at the top of the map, with an image of Adam 

and Eve to signify the importance of Rome and the Bible.  
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The blue-green Indian ocean includes text related to some current fears held and 

actions taken in relation to refugees arriving by boat from our nearest neighbour 

country, Indonesia. The land is mainly orange to signify the dominance of the desert 

on the continent and includes my desert tracks, notes from my journals and Maralinga, 

where Britain exploded seven atomic bombs between 1956 and 1963. China’s 

presence is identified in the Pilbara where it is the biggest buyer of Australian iron ore, 

and from where it is shipped to Chinese ports. 

 

The map work, Terror Australis suggests that unequal ‘colonial’ power processes 

continue in Australia. 
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Figure 36, 37 Julia Featherstone, Terror Australis, (Pigment, ink, map: details), 2014   © Julia Featherstone  
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3.4  Immersion 

This section briefly discusses my experiential changes in perception, emotions and 

feelings when immersed in the desert landscape, and how such changes in perception 

are being used by contemporary artists to create work by walking in the landscape or 

by creating immersive installations that affect audience reactions in unexpected ways. 

I also discuss those research works where immersion is significant: Red Desert (see 

fig. 38–49), Where the Crows (see fig. 40–41) Terror Australis (see figs 42–43) and 

the soundscape Song of Sand. 

 

Immersive installation refers to contemporary art works that provide information or 

stimulation for a number of senses, not only sight and sound. For me, immersion 

relates to my physicality of being in the desert where I walk, wander and am 

submerged in the atmosphere of the desert and the forces of nature. These experiences 

affect my perception and feelings.  

 

Many of these perceptions are triggered by sudden, unpredicted changes in the 

atmosphere: the wind’s mass and energy changes my skin; a dingo howling over the 

sand dunes on a full-moon affects my psychie; while loss of shadows in the mid-

afternoon affects my mind and my work. Sudden, forceful changes in wind direction, a 

sudden drop in temperature and darkness on a moonless night affect how I work. The 

formation of rocks, the heat of the rocks, cold air over hot springs at sunrise creates an 

ephemeral mist; the sun reflecting off calm water like a mirror and the wind affect the 

ripples and my emotional memory of being immersed in the desert landscape. 

Immersive installations often involve subtle changes in atmosphere that affect 

perception. In the song, ‘Changes’, singer David Bowie reflects metaphorically on the 

mesmerising effects of watching the ripples of a stream change in size: 

I watch the ripples change their size 

But never leave the stream 

Of warm impermanence 

So the days float through my eyes  (Lynn, 1971) 

Installation artist Richard Long describes his contemporary art practice in terms of: 

materiality of landscape, the importance of time and markings, elemental materials and 

his human scale in the landscape: 
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In the nature of things: 

Art about mobility, lightness and freedom. 

Simple creative acts of walking and marking 

about place, locality, time, distance and measurement. 

Works using raw materials and my human scale 

in the reality of landscapes (Long, 2014, website). 

 

Long walked across a small part of the Sahara desert to create Sahara Circle, 1988, 

and marked his place in the landscape with a circle of stones. Although Long was 

immersed in the desert landscape himself, his work was exhibited as a documentation 

photograph showing his installation in the desert. In later works, Long brought the 

stones into gallery spaces where he created his stone circles. He also painted gallery 

walls with mud and water to reflect time, materiality and the effects of gravity. In 

Sydney, Long brought local materials into the Art Gallery of New South Wales to 

create Spring Showers Circle 1992 and Southern Gravity 2011.  

 

Olafur Eliasson is another artist creating immersive installations using elemental 

materials. In his light and mist installation, The Weather Project, at the Tate Modern 

Gallery, 2003-4, he explored changes in weather over time. Representations of the sun 

and a reflective sky dominated the expansive Turbine Hall. A fine mist seeped through 

the space, and accumulated into faint, cloud-like formations, before dissipating across 

the space. The ceiling was covered in a reflective material (Mylar) that reflected the 

giant semi-circular ‘sun’ at the far end of the space and also the audience visiting the 

exhibition. The ‘sun’ was constructed from hundreds of mono-frequency sodium 

lamps that cast a yellow haze over the space. These lamps emit light at such a narrow 

frequency that colours other than yellow and black are invisible, thus transforming the 

visual field around the sun into a vast duotone landscape (Tate, 2003, website). 

Eliasson’s enveloping installation provoked unpredictable audience responses to the 

materiality of his work where people lay  on the floor of the cavernous turbine Hall 

and looked up through the mist to see their reflections on the mirrored ceiling. 

 

Janet Laurence also used fog in her immersive, environmental installation, In The 

Shadow, 2000 (Fig. 38) that she created for Olympic Park, Homebush Bay, Sydney, to 
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increase awareness of the continued scientific work to clean up this once contaminated 

site. Laurence summarised her aims for the project:  

 

To reveal the transforming chemistry of water remediation by creating a poetic 

alchemical zone as a metaphor for the actual transformation of Homebush Bay 

from its degraded contaminated industrial past into a green and living site for the 

future.   (Laurence, 2014) 

 

Atmospheric zones were revealed when a person walked across one of three bridges at 

Olympic Park. A series of twenty-one vertical transparent wands symbolized the 

scientific measuring instruments that were continually monitoring various elements 

and water qualities. For her work, Laurence used several materials, including fog, 

casuarina forest, bulrushes, resin, wands with stainless steel bases and text (where 

numbers indicated water chemistry monitoring).  

 

Laurence’s In The Shadow, 2000 and Eliasson’s The Weather Project, 2003 both 

created ephemeral and fleeting mist in their installations. At sunrise in winter in the 

Simpson Desert, the steam rising off the hot springs creates an atmosphere of mist, as 

shown in my photograph Dalhousie Hot Springs Sunrise, 2010 (see fig. 37). Mist is 

ephemeral and suggests mystery and movement. 

 

These installation artists reinforced my decision to bring seven tonnes of red desert 

sand (2.5 billion grains) into an urban gallery space to enable the audience to immerse 

themselves and be ‘out there’ in the desert.  
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    Figure 38  Janet Laurence, In the Shadow, (Installation detail), 2000     © Janet Laurence 

 
    Figure 39 Julia Featherstone, Dalhousie Hot Springs Sunrise, (Photo), 2010   © Julia Featherstone 
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Red Desert Project 
 

Red Desert Project (see figs 39–40) is a floor installation using seven tonnes of red 

desert sand. The work aimed to evoke an immersive desert-space within an urban-

place. Scale and perspective were ongoing concerns in my research and this 

installation of multiple small particles reinforced my findings in the desert that the 

forces of nature continually move and change the desert landscape in miniscule ways. 

The poet William Blake in his poem ‘Auguries of Innocence’, 1803, contends that we 

can see a great deal in a grain of sand:  

 

To see a World in a Grain of Sand 

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,  

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand  

And Eternity in an hour  

William Blake quoted in (Erdman, 1971, p. 585). 

 

Blake’s vision linking opposing scales of a microscopic grain of sand with a world 

echoes with my Red Desert Project where over 2.5 billion grains of red sand covered 

138 square metres of urban space. This relatively small installation of red sand could 

be seen as a metaphor for the Australian desert that covers 1.3 million square 

kilometres (or 18% of the Australian continent).  

 

Red dominates the colour of the desert because the iron in the rocks has rusted and the 

dust particles become red sand, Dune Cordillo Downs (see fig. 39). At sunrise, the 

rocks glow a vibrant red, such as Thring Rock Sunrise (see fig. 45). The red desert 

colours inspired the installation Red Desert Project and the bringing of vibrant red 

desert sand into an urban space. 

 

The tiny individual grains of sand in Red Desert Project were also a metaphor for 

current discoveries in nanotechnology where scale, size and movement relate to 

humans, matter and the desert. To compare size and scale, one nanometre is a billionth 

of a metre or (10-9). To give an idea of comparative scale, if a marble were a 
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nanometer, then one meter would be the size of the Earth, Reflecting on Blake’s 

poetry and nanotechnology enhanced my poetic understanding of Red Desert Project.  

 

Changes in scale are reflected in recent discoveries in nanotechnology where all matter 

contains miniscule particles that continually move positions and place. In 1981, the 

scientists Gerd Binning and Heinrich Rohrer at IBM Zürich developed the scanning 

tunnelling microscope (Nanotechnology), enabling humans to ‘see’ individual atoms. 

Section 2.1 ‘Vibrant Matter’, discusses Jane Bennett’s linking of nanoscience to the 

ecology of matter and how all matter consists of tiny atoms, that consist of even 

smaller neutrons, electrons and photons where ‘there is no point of pure stillness, no 

indivisible atom that is not itself aquiver with virtual force’ (Bennett, 2010, p. 57). 

 

Significantly, I wanted to offer urban-dwellers the opportunity to walk barefoot in red 

desert sand, to feel the sand between their toes and to interact with the materiality of 

the sand and picture themselves being ‘out there’.  
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Figure 40,   Julia Featherstone, Red Desert Project  (Installation view) 2014   © Julia Featherstone 
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Figure 41,   Julia Featherstone, Dune Cordillo Downs, (Photo: panorama detail) 2009   © Julia Featherstone 
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Where the Crows 
 

The video installation, Where the Crows (see figs. 40–41) references the intersection 

of human waste and nature in the desert. The three-screen video installation shows 

three views of the Innamincka garbage dump (15km from where Bourke and Wills 

died). The installation explores notions of a desolate, blank, dreary future where 

humans have almost disappeared and the world is based on scavenging to survive, 

reflecting on the apocalyptic Mad Max movies. This work also implies that Australia’s 

future could be like a garbage dump, if we continue to destroy nature and expand 

technology by: digging up the earth for iron ore, uranium, gold, copper and 

aluminium; continuing to burn billion-year-old carbon deposits (coal) which releases 

carbon dioxide into the air and acidifies our oceans; selling uranium to overseas 

nuclear power plants (toxic half-life of thousands of years); using toxic chemicals to 

‘frack’ for underground gas and selling our resources to the highest bidder, without 

accepting responsibility for environmental damage caused by our products.  

 

To create the central screen, I planted an animal backbone on top of the highest mound 

at the dump, to act as a totem and stimulus so that I could observe the crows’ reaction 

to an unknown object in their territory. When I approached, the crows flew off in a 

black cloud, then circled around and perched on the fence… watching… waiting…. 

like a scene from Alfred Hitchcock’s movie The Birds, where seagulls gathered to wait 

and later attacked the town and its people. 

 

The dimensions of my installation are variable depending on the configuration of the 

space. The installation, Where the Crows, 2010, worked effectively in a configuration 

where three videos were projected onto a trapezoid shape constructed from  nine 

hollow-core doors (see fig. 36). The walls were painted yellow to evoke an ominous, 

toxic future, if we continue to pollute the air on this planet The installation included a 

smoke machine that blew spasmodic smoke across the ground, suggesting fracking. 

The stereo soundscape interweaved the sounds of crows squarking, with quotes from 

Aldous Huxley's book, Brave New World (Featherstone, 2012)  
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Figure 42 (Above)  Julia Featherstone, Where the Crows (Photo: installation detail) 2010  

Figure 43 (Below)  Julia Featherstone, Where the Crows (Video still: detail) 2009   © Julia Featherstone 
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Song of Sand  
 

in his book Landscape and Memory, art historian Simon Schama linked landscape, 

memory and the mind: ‘Before it can ever be a repose for the senses, landscape is the 

work of the mind. Its scenery is built up as much from strata of memory as from layers 

of rock' (Schama, 1995). 

 

This connection between mind, memory and landscape resonated with my memories 

of being a child hearing the classical music my mother played on the coast in my 

childhood home and music she had learned to play in the arid Winton landscape, many 

years before. This music still evokes an emotional response, particularly during the 

fast and skilful octave runs that create energetic excitement. I researched a way to 

connect memory and landscape through sound.  

 

I wanted to create a soundscape based on the classical music work that had the most 

impact on my emotional memory as a child. This music was ‘Hungarian Rhapsody 

No. 2’. by romantic Hungarian composer Franz Liszt. When my mother played this 

music, I felt like our wooden and fibro cottage shook with some primal force. I never 

understood the reasons why she played so wildly, but the memories of her sound 

continue to reverberate in my emotions and mind. I wanted to capture that primal 

energy in a soundscape linking the coast and the desert.  

 

I decided to ‘stretch’ the time taken to play ‘Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2’  so that the 

sound is transformed into long, low bass sounds with an extended pulse, to forming 

the bass track. This bass track is then mixed with natural sounds (wind, rain, animals, 

birds) and human presence (a diesel engine) and memories of the desert landscape. 

 

Certain sounds are foregrounded to amplify and unify the soundscape. In particular, 

crows I recorded at the Innamincka garbage dump for the installation Where the 

Crows, my recordings of a diesel engine pulsing along a corrugated desert road, and 

the rhythms I played on rusty boxes and corrugated iron left behind on an abandoned 

sheep property. Memories are sung in a choral, resonant echo space. 
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Another aim of this soundscape is to represent the mood of twenty-four hours in the 

desert landscape. From dawn breaking to sunrise through the daytime to sunset and 

full-moon rising to the circling of the stars around the celestial south pole and the full-

moon setting in the morning. Then the soundscape cycles again, starting at  dawn 

breaking.  

 

This cycling is achieved by changes in pitch and rhythm. Also, I wanted to incorporate 

the way particular times of the day are dominated by particular colours of the 

spectrum. To achieve this colour in music, I have referenced artists such as Kandinsky 

who believed there is a direct relationship between the electromagnetic waves that 

produce both colour and music. I allocated particular sounds and pitches to particular 

colours. The colour red for example is a low B flat played on a electronic synthesizer.  

 

Rain is a rarity in the desert.  In 2010, it rained in the Simpson Desert and I was 

bogged for 13 days on my way to Birdsville, 200km to the east. As a result, sounds of 

water falling on canvas and the sounds of boots sloshing through mud, were 

significant for the desert soundscape. Also, Lake Eyre was flooded as up to one-sixth 

of Australia’s inland water courses drained into it. Lake Eyre is often referred to the 

‘plughole of Australia’ and for a brief interlude, the sound of water going down a 

plughole is heard. 

 

My work reflects on Brian Eno’s ambient soundscape ‘On Land’ (1982) and Peter 

Sculthorpe’s ‘Kakadu’ (1988), but not with Sculthorpe’s method of finding inspiration 

for his work. He composed ‘Kakadu’ from photos, then years later, when he visited in 

the dry season, he discovered a different landscape because his photos were taken in 

the wet season. To research musical ideas and to record sounds on location, I took a 

guitar (see fig. 48),  video camera and sound recorder out to the desert to sketch my 

ideas and themes for lyrics, music and the soundscape. 

 

The final mix for my soundscape, Song of Sound, was made in 5.1 surround sound so 

that elements of the soundscape can move around and across the urban space. 

Particularly wind blowing, sun and full-moon rising in the east and setting in the west. 

For the final research, a shorter 15–minute version plays so that the audience can 

experience the primal desert soundscape while they are in the urban space.  
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Chapter 4  Conclusion 

My research countered the idea of the emptiness in the desert by filling in some details 

of the void and reflecting on histories and mythologies that have shaped our national 

identity of the desert. My research aimed to involve all my senses in my quest to 

understand the forces of nature, both visible and invisible. But, as I heard dingoes 

howl then answer each other across sand dunes at night, and as I closely observed the 

forces of nature, I knew that my research represented a nanoparticle of knowledge 

about the desert and only touched the surface of what was ‘out there’ in central 

Australia.  

 

Perception, physics and emotional reactions to what’s included, or excluded, from a 

map, were significant for my research because these determine control and ownership 

of the land. Maps, whether internal maps of the mind, or external representations of 

physical landforms or lines marking ownership boundaries, depend on the experiences 

and subjective intentions of the mapmaker. In addition, the effect of dingo howls, 

while working alone at night on a full-moon, evoked unexpected responses. Further 

research on such sounds would expand our understandings and perception of the effect 

of sound on human emotions and the idea that our ears are the windows to our ‘soul’. 

 

In some ways, my research in the desert landscape resembled a mirage because the 

changes were swift, ephemeral and only lasted for micro-seconds, as shown in 

Alchemy of the Sun. Likewise my presence at a particular time and place, was 

ephemeral, as my shadow passed over sand, stones spinifex and mud.  

 

My research was based on three journeys to the desert where what I created was 

informed by my responses to rapid and continual changes in shadow and light on the 

ground plane caused by invisible forces across the land. The daily cycle of the sun, 

sporadic cycles of wind and rain, the effects of political boundaries, maps, naming 

(particularly, Lake Eyre and Lake Disappointment) and personal geographies, 

underpinned my selection of remote sites. 

 

My research demonstrates that there is a constant life force ‘out there’ and shows that 

the desert is a living and vital place, countering ideas of ‘dead heart’ and emptiness. 
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The works I created are about rhythms of light and dark, hot and cold; and about being 

stuck in the mud, in contrast to the freedom of movement and spatiality. 

 

Since the Renaissance, linear perspective has dominated the history of Western 

landscape art and two of my works challenge linear perspective and another subverts 

mapping traditions. The soundscape stretches my mother’s classical music and places 

it within a contemporary context. 

 

The immersive installation of red sand Red Desert Project aims to capture the 

materiality of the desert ground in an urban space, allowing the audience to wander 

barefoot and experience being ‘out there’.  

 

My research revealed that engagement with the desert landscape by more people, may 

result in greater respect and appreciation for the land and its traditional owners and 

also increase our knowledge and understanding of the forces of nature that continually 

move across this vast space in the centre of Australia. 
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Appendices    

1  London College of Music  

 
  Figure 44   Thea Marshall, Associate of the London College of Music, (A.L.C.M.) Diploma Award,                                      

  (Date: 28 September, 1927)   Source: Julia Featherstone 
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2 Thring Rock at Sunrise  
 

 
   Figure 45,   Julia Featherstone, Thring Rock at Sunrise, 2010. (Photo) © Julia Featherstone 
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3 Thring Rock at Sunset  
 

 

  

Figure 46   Julia Featherstone, Thring Rock at Sunset, (Photo) 2010  © Julia Featherstone 
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4 Making Tracks in the Mud Desert 
 

 
Figure 47  Julia Featherstone, Making Tracks in  the Mud Desert  (Clay, sand)  2013 © Julia Featherstone 
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5 Cooper Creek Requiem 
 

 

 

 
Figure 48   Julia Featherstone, Cooper Creek Requiem, ( Photo) 2009 © Julia Featherstone 

 


